This paper describes how to use annotation to provide semantic information. The applications include the automatic construction of a GUI so that the user input is constrained to a correct range (guarding the input). Elementary GUI examples include elements for a variety of data types. Given sufficient effort, we envision the annotation technique as a replacement for XML and BeanInfo-based systems.
INTRODUCTION
Annotations enable the encoding of metadata in Java [1] . They are syntactically checked by the compiler, at runtime and may be applied to classes, methods, variables, parameters and packages. This paper shows how to use annotations to provide semantic information about the use of parameters and methods. The semantic information is used to automatically construct a GUI for a series of operations. Several examples are shown for an on-going development project involving image processing [2] .
SEMANTIC ANNOTATION IN ACTION
This section provides several examples of semantic annotation used to describe the use of inputs and the display of outputs. The primary focus is on creating a useful set of annotations for an image processing application, currently under development. However, the examples can be applied in almost any area.
Boolean Data
A Boolean variable can take on the values of false and true. A Boolean variable also has a default value and a display name. We define an annotation interface for Boolean variables using: @Retention(RetentionPolicy.RUNTIME) public @interface BooleanRange { public boolean getValue(); public String getName(); } The retention policy indicates that the annotation will be retained in the byte codes output by the Java compiler. The getValue method returns the default value for the Boolean variable, and the getName returns the display name. An example of code that makes use of the BooleanRange annotation follows: @BooleanRange( getValue = true, getName = "isVisible" ) public void setVisible(boolean visible) { this.visible = visible; } Figure 1 . The Checkbox
The check box of Figure 1 was generated automatically in response to the Boolean range annotation.
Numeric Data
A variable typically has a range that can be represented as a minimum, a maximum, a default value and an increment. For example:
public @interface FloatRange { public abstract float getValue(); public abstract float getMin(); public abstract float getMax(); public abstract float getIncrement(); public abstract String getName(); } There are two kinds of numeric primitive data types in Java, fixed-point and floatingpoint. There are two kinds of floating-point data types in Java, double and float. There are four kinds of fixed-point data types, byte, short, int and long. Thus, there are six numeric primitive data types in Java, and six numeric range annotations. 
GUI ANNOTATION
Sometimes the intention for the use of a variable is to enable it to be controlled at a variety of precisions. In such a case, the slider may be a good course-grained J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 9, NO. 3.
controller, but a spinner is better at fine control. In such a case, the semantic annotation is supplemented with GUI annotation. Consider:
@DoubleRange( getValue = 0, getMin = -Math.E, getMax = Math.E, getName = "E", getIncrement = 0.01 ) @SpinnerProperties( isVisible = true, isCompact = false, isIncrementHidden = false ) public void setE(double e) { this.e = e; }
The SpinnerProperties GUI annotation provides guidance on how to build a spinner. The specification for the SpinnerProperties annotation follows: public @interface SpinnerProperties { public boolean isVisible(); public boolean isCompact(); public boolean isIncrementHidden(); } Figure 3 . shows a hybrid spinner slider constructed from the DoubleRange and SpinnerProperties annotation. The top-most spinner shows the value and the bottommost spinner shows the increment. Using the up and down arrows, the spinner is incremented or decremented. These are linked to the up and down arrow keys. The home and end keys set the value to the minimum and maximum.
COMPONENT COLOR
Annotation is unable to represent general reference data types. For example, the Color class is typically used to define color. However, the limits of annotation prevent the use of color reference data types, as a result, we use a string representation of color. This enables the use of color names, as well as hexadecimal presentations: public @interface Colors { String getForeground(); String getBackground(); } The color is specified using a 24 bit hexadecimal string, in RGB order: Figure 4 shows a red hybrid slider spinner, automatically constructed with the annotation. Given the lack of reference data types, the use of GUI annotation appears impoverished as a means of representing GUIs.
SEMANTICS FOR REFERENCE DATA TYPES
There are several basic reference data types that have been implemented with our semantic annotation system. The effort has been directed toward those most useful for our image processing application (Strings, Images, Rectangles and arrays of primitive data types). While not a complete list of data types (by any means), we have been able to achieve a proof-of-concept prototype that demonstrates the generality of the semantic annotation.
Range Array
The range array consists of a range of numbers, each of which is to be manipulated by the user using a consistent range but a different label. For example:
) @Colors( getForeground = "0x00FF00", getBackground = "0x8a2be2" ) @RangeArray( getMin = 0, getMax = 1, getValue = 0, getNames = { "redMin", "redMax", "blueMin", "blueMax", "greenMin", "greenMax" }, getIncrement = 0.01 ) public void setCornerPoints(double[] cornerPoints) { this.cornerPoints = cornerPoints; } Figure 5 . Arrays of Numbers Figure 5 shows an array of numbers. Arrays of numbers are grouped with other arrays of numbers in a tabbed pane, for the purpose of organizing the layout.
String properties
There is no annotation needed for string property setters: public void setName(String name){ this.name = name; } public void setCustomerShoeSize(String customerShoeSize) { this.customerShoeSize = customerShoeSize; } Figure 6 . String Properties Figure 6 shows the strings for the name and the customer shoe size. In this particular case, if the shoe size is a number, then the string should be checked (or a numeric data type should be used). However, shoe sizes can have both letters and numbers (10W, for size 10, wide). Figure 7 shows a texture control panel, automatically created, using semantic annotation. The panel was automatically constructed using a tabbed pane, in order to organize the parameters. Figure 9 shows the output of an iterative affine transform as described in [2] . J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 9, NO. 3. The processing time can cause latency in the controls. As a result, the control panel has an option for continuous update, during slider manipulation. This enables setting of before they take effect. To simplify the design of the image processing framework, I require that all operators implement the ImageProcessorInterface:
IMAGE PROCESSING APPLICATIONS
public interface ImageProcessorInterface extends Serializable { /** * a basic garbage in, garbage out processor. * @param image input image * @return output image */ public Image process(Image image); } My rule on interface creation is that interfaces should be as simple as possible (if not, simpler!). There are over 235 uses of the ImageProcessorInterface and this is an excellent example of a decision that can shape a program for years to come. We shape our tools and thereafter, our tools shape us! The polymorphic nature of the interface enables automatic invocation of operations, and semantic annotation enables automatic construction of their GUIs. Thus freeing the image processing programmer to worry only about how to implement the interface and supply proper semantic annotations. This approach requires that the xml document be maintained and validated at run time. Refactoring tools may not be able to update the fully-qualified class name embedded in the class property of the xml document. Worse, a typo in the class name will cause a class not found exception to be thrown, at run time.
ALTERNATIVES TO SEMANTIC ANNOTATION
The excellent image-processing program from the NIH, called ImageJ makes use of a plug-in architecture [Private communication with Wayne Rasband]. The plug-in author must implement a PlugIn (as in our system). Additionally, the plug-in author provides arguments in a file called IJ_Props.txt and a plugins.config file. Thus, nonJava files must be maintained and can be a fruitful source of run-time errors.
Another plug-in architecture is used by gimp [3] . In this one, functions are used (it is written in C) to return information about where, in the menu system, the menu item for the plug in will be placed. This type of guidance is more about GUI annotation than semantic annotation.
The Component Software Development (CSD) system typically used by Java is called the Java bean. Bean frameworks require a lot of maintenance and support. Property change listeners, property change events, custom editors, etc., become large and cumbersome frameworks, creating a code-base that dwarfs the business logic. Distracting programmers with a series of non-business logic development activities is a liability that the busy development house can ill-afford. Worse, there is no attempt to move the constraints on parameters into the business logic in the Java bean (these things are located in different, info classes) [4] .
There is an XML wrapper for Swing available, called SwiXML [5] . To create a panel, with a border layout, use:
<panel id="borderPanel10" layout="BorderLayout"> <button constraints="BorderLayout.NORTH">1</button> <button constraints="BorderLayout.EAST">2</button> <button constraints="BorderLayout.SOUTH">3</button> <button constraints="BorderLayout.WEST">4</button> <button constraints="CENTER">5</button> J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 9, NO. 3.
</panel>
The resultant xml looks as complex as any Java code and suffers from an inability to generate a compile-time error. The design by contract work, as implemented in JML, is inspiring [6] . It comes closest to a semantic annotation, but makes use of JavaDoc comments. The drawback is that JavaDoc comments are ignored by the compiler, whereas annotations are not. Further, annotations are available, at run-time, and do not require semi-automatic static parsing of source code for the generation of compile-time checks. The JML project was started before the annotation extension to the Java language was available.
CONCLUSION
Using annotation for semantics enables business logic to be geographically co-located with the constraints on use, obviating the need to propagate constraint information into the GUI. Semantic annotation also enables compile-time checking, simplifies maintenance and helps to automate the construction of the GUI. Finally, the use of annotation to implement semantics gives a consistent means for establishing the use of programs, enabling the guarding of the input and thus helping to prevent incorrect usage.
Semantic annotation is GUI agnostic. The annotation can be used to create GUI's based in AWT, Swing, SWT, HTML, etc. In fact, the automation of any or all of these GUI constructions is not only possible, but also desirable, since maintenance of manually constructed GUIs is both tedious and error-prone. For example, the HTML synthesizer code will not only look different from Swing, but it may be written by a different programmer on the team than either the progenitor of the business logic or of the HTML GUI.
Semantic annotation can have a small footprint. Compilers can turn off the generation of the semantic annotation incorporation into the byte code generation, as an option. Thus, no extra space need be taken, if code space-optimization is important.
Semantic annotation reduces the amount of code that needs to be written, since extra GUI code is synthesized automatically. This facilitates the creation of visual programming languages and keeps property editors from having to propagate at a rate equal to the number of operators in the system. Semantic annotation enables consistency in GUI construction. Consistency can have both positive and negative side effects. On the positive side, consistency enables a style rule to be implemented and followed in an automatic fashion. On the negative side, all the GUI elements tend to look alike. As more and more powerful annotations migrate toward the business logic, the temptation is to make the annotation resemble a GUI programming language written as a data structure. Once this occurs, the annotation becomes more like GUI annotation, rather than semantic annotation. The question of how GUI annotation can (or even if) it should be used as a means of enhancing GUI construction, remains open. This algorithm is subject to US Pat. Pend. 61/304,863. For licensing queries, or special implementations, please contact the author.
